
Body ComBat

The alarm clock goes off and 
there is something in the air. It´s 

Monday morning and I am sleepy, so 
it can´t be that. The sun is covered with 

clouds and it seems like it´s going to rain soon. 
So it must be something else. There is something spar-

kling inside of me, some excitement and positive tension, but 
I can´t seem to understand what it is. I get up and then I re-

member – yes! It´s Monday! Today in the evening I go to my Body 
Combat class!

Every week in more than 13,000 health clubs, in 75 countries, millions 
of people will put aside whatever else is happening in their lives and lose 

themselves for an hour in the pure exhilaration of one of eight Les Mills fitness 
classes. Many of them are also to be found at Oxford Park in the future.

Body Combat is the empowering cardio workout where you are totally unleashed. 
This fiercely energetic program is inspired by martial arts and draws from a wide array 
of disciplines such as karate, boxing, taekwondo, tai chi and muay thai. Supported by 

driving music and powerful role model instructors, you strike, punch, kick and kata your 
way through calories to superior cardio fitness. There are eight different programs, which 

change after every three months with new music and choreography.

I can still remember when I got introduced to this way of exercising. When I was still living 
and studying in Finland, I had a roommate, who was a Les Mills instructor. So very often 

early in the morning I woke up with following screaming coming from the next room 
(when he was preparing for the class and watched the choreography DVD): …lungs 
burning… legs screaming… shoulders shaping… who wants more!!? And the whole 
class was going absolutely crazy, kicking and punching as hard and fast as they could 
with sweat just running off their faces. They were pushing the limits of their physical 
endurance and mental toughness in every single class. 

Very soon after watching jealously, I went to my first real class in the local fitness 
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club and I have been 
addicted since then. And 
what I have realized is that 
when you learn to regularly and in-
tentionally push your physical and men-
tal limits, step out from your comfort ability 
zone, you can more easily do the same in every other 
problematic situation in everyday life. When a problem 
appears, there is no way you would surrender; problems 
are your enemies and you fight them until they are defeated. 
And this is the attitude we need in our working life for example. 

The best part of Body Combat is that in order to start, you need 
no experience in martial arts whatsoever, but you can still look in the 
mirror at how great you look when you kick, punch and kata. Even though this 
class does not teach you how to defend yourself in real life, it has several benefits 
to you and your health in general, it:

•	 Improves heart and lung function and reduces the risk of heart disease

•	 Tones and shapes key muscle groups

•	 Burns calories for a leaner body

•	 Improves co-ordination and agility

•	 Improves bone density

•	 Improves posture and core strength and stability

•	 Builds self-confidence

Body Combat is a whole body workout, which improves your fitness level while 
having the time of your life. It leaves you with explosive energy and good feeling, 
which bought raise the quality of life, which is also the aim of Oxford Park. But 
be careful, it is highly addictive.
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